The company LABARA s.r.o. was established as a family enterprise in 1995 specializing in business with electroinsulating material. In the course of 20 years in the market it has developed into a dynamic and flexible company with a high potential for growing in the future. Since 2012 LABARA s.r.o. has been operating in the Russian market where in Yekaterinburg the subsidiary production company LABARA – RUS • ЛАБАРА-РУС • has been founded.

Its willingness to develop, invest and respond to customers’ requirements has shaped the company into the present image focusing mainly on CNC machining and moulding of technical plastics, fibreglass and non-ferrous metals.

We focus on the customers who require small and medium batches production and we feel successful everywhere where using progressive technologies like plastic injection moulding or pultrusion is not economically favourable.

**CNC machining of technical plastics and other material**

CNC multi-axis machining of electro-insulating material, plastics and nonferrous metal based upon drawings and customer requirements. Our extensive machine park of CNC milling and cutting centres, CNC turning multifunction centres, CNC saws and presses guarantees us enough capacities, which has finally strong positive effect on our flexibility and short delivery terms that we can offer to you.

**plenty of technical plastics in stock**

Our stock is full of amorphous, semicrystalline, standard plastics, engineering plastics, high performance plastics in the shape of sheets, tubes, rods and standard profiles - U, corner, dogbone. The most of the material used in our company is supplied by the company Röchling, the renowned global producer of technical plastics.

We are looking forward to our future cooperation.

**LABARA - RUS • ЛАБАРА-РУС •**

Successful production subsidiary company in Russia, Yekaterinburg. We offer a large industrial complex with not fully utilized business opportunities.

Let’s go together to the Russian market!

**LABARA s.r.o.**

Widely covered european market from West to East.

Contact us:
Labara, Jindřichov 20, 595 01 Velká Bítěš, CZ

tel.: +420 566 533 128, fax: 566 533 111, GSM: +420 603 166 585, e-mail: pavel.rous@labara.cz

www.labara.cz